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NEW
PRODUCTS

The Tough Kid Tool Box
(Third Edition)

William R. Jenson, Ph.D., Ginger Rhode, Ph.D., Natalie Allen Williams, Ph.D.
GRADES K–12

The Tough Kid Tool Box has been updated with more research-based strategies to help
you motivate and manage even the toughest-to-teach students. New in this edition is
guidance on conducting an FBA (functional behavior assessment), developing a
Behavior Intervention Plan using the results of the FBA, and several new strategies,
such as Clean Your Plate, Points for Grumpy, and more. Step-by-step directions
guide you through effective implementation of strategies for either individual
students or your classroom as a whole.
Open up The Tough Kid Tool Box and help Tough Kids turn into great kids.

See page 38 for order information.

Early-Stage Interventions
Behavior Strategies for Every Teacher

Randy Sprick, Ph.D., Jessica Sprick, M.S., Marilyn Sprick, M.S.,
Cristy Coughlin, Ph.D.
GRADES K–12

Every teacher will encounter students with challenging behavior in their classrooms.
This book offers a set of seven simple, teacher-friendly interventions to use as a
starting place in addressing an individual student’s chronic misbehavior. Two
pre-intervention chapters cover classroom management and academic support, both
of which can contribute to behavior issues.

See page 28 for order information.
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The Third Quest

Adolescent Reading Intervention for Tiers 2 and 3
Marilyn Sprick and Ann Watanabe

GRADES 5–12, MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL

What Do Students Say About
The Third Quest?

In elementary school, I had trouble
reading, and I hated when I had to
read out loud at school. The Third
Quest has made me read more
fluent[ly], and I don’t hate reading
out loud anymore!

The Third Quest is a highly effective reading intervention for poor readers at the
middle and high school level. The program is comprehensive versus targeted and
appropriate for students who have gotten stuck at a third- to fifth-grade reading
level. Explicit instruction is provided daily in sophisticated vocabulary, word study,
fluency, content knowledge, comprehension, and study skills. Students read informational text with a focus on the scientific method and ancient history. Content
knowledge is embedded in an engaging narrative fiction. As students build skills,
confidence and engagement are evident to all.

—Intervention Student, Middle School

I went from 100 words per minute
to 130 words per minute. I know
it doesn't seem like much, but
imagine a kid who can't spell well
and who can't read very well being
able to spell better and read faster.
It's the best feeling ever.
—Special Education, High School Student

Program also includes
downloadable:
•
•
•
•

Homework (Pro Work)
Quizzes
ORF Assessments
Student videos, and more

Who Is the Program For?
• General education intervention students
• Special education students
• Students with dyslexia

Product ID: 089-4

Teacher Set

$870

Includes Program Guide, Teacher’s Reader, Level Guides (0–8), map, 8 posters,
assessments, short videos, and one set of student materials

Product ID: 090-0

Student Set

$65

Includes all materials needed for one student to complete The Third Quest:
Student Reader, Survival Guide, one set of consumable logbooks (levels 0–8)

Product ID: 091-7 Logbook Refill

$25

1 set of 9 consumable student logbooks
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Vocabulary and Word Study
Explicit instruction in sophisticated academic and domainspecific vocabulary.

Comprehension, Complex Text, and Fluency
• Students engage in complex text as they develop comprehension strategies.
• Text is scaffolded via a shared reading between teacher
and students. Gradually, all text is read by students.
• Repeated readings on increasingly difficult text.
• Students become accurate, expressive, and fluent readers.

Connections to the Common Core Standards
Links to the CCSS are denoted by a logo next to the activity.

Learn More
Go to TheThirdQuest.com. View a quick video overview, an interview with lead author Marilyn Sprick, and teachers talking about
their Quest. Download the Program Overview and check out
pre-post assessments. Interested? Request a web meeting to find out
whether The Third Quest might help you meet the needs of your
struggling readers.

What Do Parents and Educators Say?
We saw jumps from October to January of 30 and 40 words per
minute in students’ easyCBM fluency. The unmeasured piece is
that the kids really feel like [their skills] carry into their other classes.
—Kristi Oster, Intervention Teacher

The Third Quest is dynamic and intensive. Once the students buy or
opt into the program, they are hooked. The content is one that students
have success with, and they walk out daily with success. That's a great
way to start your day.
—Shirley Edmonson, High School Special Education Teacher

When my daughter came into this program, she was barely able to read anything
that a normal sixth grader could. Being severely dyslexic, she has struggled her
whole life. Now she can read clearly and at a great pace! As her mom, it brings my
heart so much joy to hear her reading and actually enjoying it. I am so thankful.
—Olivia Elliott, Parent, Middle School Dyslexic Student

INDE X
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Professional Development
Safe & Civil Schools acknowledges the real power educators have — not in controlling
students, but in shaping their behavior so they can succeed in school, in their community,
and in their lives. As educators, we are all responsible for creating learning environments
where all students will have the opportunity to thrive.
Educators have the daily opportunity to positively impact the lives of students, but challenging behaviors often derail our efforts.
Discipline problems have always been and continue to be a leading frustration for teachers
and a drain on instructional time. Our primary goal is to help educators create environments
in which their students can thrive — environments that are emotionally and physically safe
for students. We believe that a safe learning environment fosters student independence,
integrity, confidence, self-control, kindness, and responsibility.
For over 35 years, Safe & Civil Schools has focused on helping educators create learning
environments that bring out the best in our students and teachers. Safe & Civil Schools
offers a comprehensive approach for improving overall school culture, climate and safety,
classroom management, and individual behavior interventions.

We believe misbehavior is a problem to be solved,
not a threat to be removed.
Our highly skilled professional development team will lead your staff through a problemsolving framework, offering research-based strategies and support along the way.
If you are interested in learning more about our professional development services, please
call 1-800-323-8819 or visit our website at safeandcivilschools.com.

To locate SCS Library products, look for the Safe & Civil Schools logo.
SCS LIBRARY
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SCHOOLWIDE Foundations
Foundations professional development assists schools in making meaningful
improvements in climate, safety, and connectedness by guiding school-based leadership
teams through a strategic planning process. By analyzing data and helping staff adopt
a common language and approach to whole school management, our consultants weave
together the essential strands of behavior management, help improve schoolwide policies
and procedures, and motivate staff to implement changes with consistency and fidelity.
Foundations workshops lead directly to enhanced staff skill in supervision throughout
the school, supporting positive student behavior and using data to make decisions.

CLASSROOM CHAMPS, Discipline in the Secondary Classroom
The CHAMPS/DSC model of classroom management helps the classroom teacher
develop (or fine-tune) effective classroom management plans that are proactive, positive,
and instructional. CHAMPS professional development assists teachers in constructing
plans that not only teach students how to behave responsibly, but also instill the desire
to be productive and positive contributors in their classroom. It also provides detailed
strategies for correcting misbehavior calmly and respectfully. Safe & Civil Schools
consultants are highly skilled in communicating research-based strategies in practical
and user-friendly ways that inspire teachers at every skill level.

INDIVIDUAL Interventions
The most challenging students present a confusing combination of disruptive
behavior, much of which interferes with instruction and learning. Professional development and ongoing support for Interventions guides school personnel through the
implementation of Tier 3 interventions, including assessment procedures, data and
behavior analysis strategies, and strategy implementation and evaluation. Interventions
training provides the tools and support needed to implement an RTI approach to
problem solving and designing behavior improvement plans.

The Safe & Civil Schools method developed by Dr. Randy Sprick is successfully
changing the culture of urban, suburban, and rural schools, from small to large
districts across the country. If you’re wondering what to do next, call our team of
consultants at 1-800-323-8819. We’re here to help.

INDE X
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Foundations (Third Edition)
A Proactive & Positive Behavior Support System
Randy Sprick, Ph.D., Susan J. Isaacs, M.S., Mike Booher, M.Ed.,
Jessica Sprick, M.S., Paula Rich, M.Mus.
GRADES K–12

In the schools that have
implemented Foundations,
it’s clear that an intentional
culture works for both
students and teachers.
—Social Worker

Foundations walks your staff through the process of designing a
proactive and positive schoolwide discipline plan. The Foundations
process effectively addresses how to establish a positive school
climate and culture, school safety, student motivation, and
academic engagement.
Foundations (3rd ed.) guides leadership teams from planning steps
and inservice through implementation. Designed to enhance
the workflow of a school-based leadership team, each of the six
Foundations modules includes:

Endorsed by

Supports all students, including
students with special needs

• In-service presentations and vignettes (your choice of DVDs
or streaming video)
• 8 copies of the leadership team manual, one for each team member
• PowerPoint presentations to enhance staff training
• Real-life samples from schools
• Lesson plans to teach expected behavior
• Reproducible forms

Districts and Schools That Have Implemented
Foundations Report:
•
•
•
•
•

Reductions in disciplinary referrals, suspensions, and expulsions
Increases in staff coordination, consistency, and collegiality
Improvements in school climate
Increases in positive interactions between staff and students
Improvements in staff skill in effective supervision and Positive Behavioral
Interventions and Supports
• Application of data-based decision making to behavior and discipline policies

New in the Third Edition
• Reducing out-of-school suspensions
• Improving attendance
• Preventing bullying, and more
NOTE: With the streaming video option, the web browsers Google Chrome,
Microsoft Edge, and Microsoft Internet Explorer are supported. Use of other
browsers may cause problems with viewing the videos.
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Each Foundations module (and set) is designed and
packaged for use by a single school.

Product ID: 068-9D 6-Module Set (A–F)

$1,495

2014 / 978-1-59909-068-9

Product ID: 069-6D

$400

Module A

Foundations of Behavior Support—A Continuous Improvement Cycle (236 pp.)
2014 / 978-1-59909-069-6

Product ID: 070-2D

$400

Module B

Managing Behavior in Common Areas and With Schoolwide Policies (224 pp.)
2014 / 978-1-59909-070-2

Product ID: 071-9D

OPTION 1

$400

Module C

Manuals
& DVD

Conscious Construction of an Inviting School Climate (224 pp.) / 2014 / 978-1-59909-071-9

Product ID: 072-6D

$400

Module D

Responding to Misbehavior—An Instructional Approach (224 pp.) / 2014 / 978-1-59909-072-6

Product ID: 073-3D

$400

Module E

Improving Safety, Managing Climate, and Reducing Bullying (256 pp.) / 2014 / 978-1-59909-073-3

Product ID: 074-0D

$400

Module F

Establishing and Sustaining a Continuum of Behavior Support (352 pp.) / 2014 / 978-1-59909-074-0

Product ID: 068-9V 6-Module Set (A–F)

$1,495

Product ID: 069-6V

Module A

$400

Product ID: 070-2V

Module B

$400

Product ID: 071-9V

Module C

$400

Product ID: 072-6V

Module D

$400

Product ID: 073-3V

Module E

$400

Product ID: 074-0V

Module F

$400

Streaming video supported web browsers: Google Chrome,
Microsoft Edge, Microsoft Internet Explorer

INDE X

ORDER FORM

All modules include eight
copies of the leadership team
manual (one copy for each
team member) and in-service
presentations by Dr. Sprick
and colleagues provided as
either streaming video or a
set of DVDs.

OPTION 2
Manuals &
Streaming
Video

SCS LIBRARY
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ONLINE
DEMO

Climate & Safety Surveys
Randy Sprick, Ph.D.
GRADES K–12

Safe & Civil Schools Climate & Safety Surveys invite all stakeholders — staff,
students, and parents — to provide input on school safety, climate, and behavior. This
allows a school leadership team to develop improvement plans based on data.
Climate & Safety Surveys have been validated by research, and schools across the
country use them to guide their decision-making.
When survey data show a variable to be:

Climate & Safety Surveys
are validated by research
and have been used across
the country for evaluating
strengths and identifying
challenges.

10

MINUTES

Complete surveys
online in
10 minutes.

• Problematic across all stakeholders, this is strong evidence that action is needed.
• Discrepant across different stakeholders, less obvious but serious problems can
be identified and addressed.
• Positive across all stakeholders, that variable is an area of strength to celebrate
and protect.

Analyze Strengths and Weaknesses
Automated reporting allows schools to do an in-depth analysis of strengths and
weaknesses on multiple variables such as:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety in common areas
Positive interactions between adults and students
Teaching and enforcing school rules
Attitudes about schoolwork
Frequency of major and dangerous discipline problems on campus
Social-emotional safety and sense of belonging and support for students and staff

Engage Staff in Continuous Progress
Climate & Safety Surveys help staff assess whether school initiatives are improving
the school. Learn how to use the perceptions of staff, students, and parents to:

• Set priorities
• Guide improvement
• Monitor progress
NOTE: Parent surveys are also available in Spanish.
Call 1-866-542-1490 for Free Demo

To order, call 1-866-542-1490

$1/student

Includes Staff and Parent Surveys
$200 minimum charge per school
SCS LIBRARY
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Leadership in Behavior
Support (Second Edition)
Administrator’s Guide

Randy Sprick, Ph.D., B.J. Wise, M.Ed., Kim Marcum, M.Ed.,
Mike Haykin, M.Ed., Bob McLaughlin, Ed.S., Suzanne Hays, M.S.
GRADES K–12

Leadership in Behavior Support: Administrator’s Guide (2nd ed.) supports building
administrators in the important responsibility of shaping the attitudes and actions
that influence school culture and climate. The goal is to create and sustain a safe and
productive school environment that fosters growth, encourages responsible behavior,
and supports student success.
Leadership in Behavior Support guides administrators through processes for:
•
•
•
•

Forming and working with a behavior leadership team
Establishing a 3-level discipline system for handling misbehavior
Selecting and adopting a schoolwide classroom management approach
Using the five-step Improvement Cycle to address issues with common areas
and schoolwide policies

We have started to work
together with common
goals, and it is making all
the difference.
—Nicky Orcutt,
Junior High Principal, WA

Data collection and analysis are emphasized through expanded discussion of practical
techniques and real-world examples.

New in the Second Edition
To address challenges facing today’s administrators, new material covers leadership
strategies for conducting powerful staff meetings, engaging reluctant staff members,
and reviewing anti-bullying, attendance, and personal electronics policies.
This revised edition continues to focus on key components of the original
Administrator’s Desk Reference, such as:
•
•
•
•

Developing guiding principles such as Guidelines for Success
Understanding behavioral theory and that behavior can change
Making decisions effectively
Using high ratios of positive to corrective interactions

Although Leadership in Behavior Support stands on its own, it can also serve as a
companion guide to Foundations for principals and vice principals at schools implementing that program.

Product ID: 081-8
560 pages plus downloadable forms (81 pp.), training PowerPoints,
Sample Schoolwide Behavior Plan, and Game Plans for Specific
Behaviors (349 pp.) / 2016 / 978-1-59909-081-8

INDE X
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START on Time! (Second Edition)
Safe Transitions and Reduced Tardies
Randy Sprick, Ph.D.
Video presentations by Randy Sprick and Tricia McKale Skyles
GRADES 6–12

Reduce the frequency of tardiness by up to 90%! Increase instructional engaged time
while increasing positive interactions between staff and students.
START on Time! helps middle and high school administrators and staff improve
student behavior in hallways, directly improving school climate. All staff work
together to increase the level of coordinated hallway supervision to help establish and
maintain a more civil and academic environment in your building. New edition
contains updated and revised video and print content.

I have never seen anything
that makes such a change
in a shorter period of time.

The START on Time! program includes a manual and video presentations delivered
either as streaming video or on DVD.

—Middle School Teacher, KS

NOTE: With the streaming video option, the web browsers Google Chrome, Microsoft Edge,
and Microsoft Internet Explorer are supported. Use of other browsers may cause problems with
viewing the videos.

Product ID: 086-3D (DVD) or 086-3V (Streaming Video) $450
Product ID: 086-3AL

$550

(DVD and Streaming Video)

Manual (120 pp.) and video presentations (DVD/CD or
streaming video) / 2017 / 978-1-59909-086-3

Average Number of Tardies per Day

1000

820
Average Daily
Tardies

800

Average daily tardies
before START on Time!
was introduced

400

200

47

40

24

23

0
No START BEGIN:
on Time Week 1

22

23

14

22

END:
Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9

February
2010

12

START on Time!
Delivers Results

600

51

In this school, START on Time!
began in March 2010. Within one
week, average daily tardies had
fallen from 820 to 51. By the last
week of the school year, tardies
had fallen to 22. Tardies stayed
low over the next school year.

March–June 2010
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School Leader’s Guide to
Tackling Attendance Challenges
by Jessica Sprick and Randy Sprick
GRADES K–12

These two books copublished
by Ancora Publishing and ASCD
provide background information,
tools, and strategies needed to
implement a multi-tiered approach
to improving attendance and
preventing chronic absence.

Jessica Sprick and Randy Sprick have created a comprehensive guide for school and districtlevel administrators. The authors use the results of their work in schools throughout
the United States to dispel the myth that educators have little control over student
attendance. They explain how to replace punitive approaches to absenteeism with
effective methods that begin with universal supports and continue through Tier 2
and Tier 3 interventions. Learn how to:
• Build an effective school team to address absenteeism.
• Create systems to collect accurate data and set priorities.
• Develop an attendance initiative that generates student enthusiasm as well as
staff, parent, and community support.
• Design and implement strategies that are tailored to specific schoolwide concerns
and demographics that reach all students.
This book can help ensure that educators use staff and other resources wisely — and
create a culture of attendance that is the foundation of successful schools.

Product ID: 681-7

$36.95

240 pages, online study guide / 2018 / 978-1-4166-2681-7

Teacher’s Guide to Tackling
Attendance Challenges
by Jessica Sprick and Tricia Berg
GRADES K–12

Jessica Sprick and Tricia Berg provide teachers with information and resources
needed to implement a strong classroom-based initiative to improve the attendance of
all students. Learn concrete and practical strategies for your classroom:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A framework for implementation
Sample lesson plans
Examples and reproducibles for reinforcement systems
Talking points for use with students and families
Real-world examples of successful classroom-based approaches
Handouts for parents on establishing routines and dealing with technology

Product ID: 714-2

$29.95

144 pages / 2019 / 978-1-4166-2714-2

INDE X
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Functional Behavior
Assessment of Absenteeism
& Truancy
William R. Jenson, Ph.D., Jessica Sprick, M.S., Randy Sprick, Ph.D.,
Holly Majszak, M.Ed., Linda Phosaly, B.A., Cal Evans, M.Ed.,
Daniel Olympia, Ph.D., Cristina Teplick, M.S.
GRADES K–12

Beginning with our youngest students, chronic absenteeism is an early warning sign
of dropping out. Dr. William R. Jenson, Dr. Randy Sprick, and colleagues have
teamed up to address this obvious but often overlooked problem. Functional
Behavior Assessment of Absenteeism and Truancy is an assessment and intervention
system that will guide you to evidence-based interventions for individual students
who are chronically absent or truant.

Why Is It Important?
• Behavior interventions based on an FBA are more effective because they take
into account the purpose of the challenging behavior.
• Interventions that are functionally designed are generally more positive and less
aversive than nonfunction-based interventions.
• Behavior changes are generally faster and more complete when the intervention
is function based.
• Chronic absenteeism and truancy begin as early as first grade and are strongly
correlated with dropping out of school.
• Lost school time affects learning, assignment completion, grades, promotion,
and graduation rates.
• Truant students are four times as likely to commit a serious assault, five times
more likely to report committing a serious property crime, and two times more
likely to be arrested than peers who attend school regularly.

What’s in the FBA of Absenteeism & Truancy?
•
•
•
•

FBA of Absenteeism & Truancy Manual
Fillable reproducible forms for download
Five-pack consumable forms
Copy of Absenteeism and Truancy: Interventions and Universal Procedures

Product ID: 055-9

$225

Manual (120 pp.), 5-pack consumable forms (Core Checklist, Additional Data Sources,
Summary Checklist, Global Overview, BIP) also available as fillable PDFs, 1 copy of Absenteeism
and Truancy: Interventions and Universal Procedures (376 pp.) / 2013 / 978-1-59909-055-9

Product ID: 057-3

$30

Five-pack consumable forms refill / 2013 / 978-1-59909-057-3
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Absenteeism & Truancy
Interventions & Universal Procedures

William R. Jenson, Ph.D., Randy Sprick, Ph.D., Jessica Sprick, M.S.,
Holly Majszak, M.Ed., Linda Phosaly, B.A.
GRADES K–12

Chronic absenteeism leads to immediate and long-term problems such as low
academic achievement, delinquency, substance abuse, and family dysfunction later in
life. This comprehensive guide takes a multi-tiered approach to addressing absenteeism and truancy.
Absenteeism and Truancy provides schoolwide procedures to minimize absenteeism
and truancy. In addition, this resource provides 25 research-based interventions for
use with individual students, small groups, and classes.

Product ID: 056-6

What Is Chronic
Absenteeism?
Chronic absenteeism is
missing 10% or more of
school for any reason,
including:

$60

376 pages, fillable reproducible forms / 2013 / 978-1-59909-056-6

• Unexcused absence
• Excused absence
• Suspension

When a close examination of attendance data revealed a high percentage of chronically absent
students, Barnes Elementary in Kelso, WA, took a number of steps to increase average daily
attendance and reduce chronic absenteeism. They incorporated schoolwide, classroom, and
individual student supports and also implemented universal prevention strategies such as
motivational systems and community engagement.
To read more about it, see Sprick, J., Alabiso, J., & Yore, K. (2015). Dramatically improving
attendance: A data-driven, multitiered approach helped this district tackle chronic absenteeism.
Educational Leadership, 73(3), 50–54.

Striking Results for Michigan Schools!
Percentage of Chronically Absent Students

45%

2013–2014 Before Intervention
2014–2015 After Intervention

40%
35%
30%

91%

25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Several schools in Michigan
participated in Safe & Civil
Schools Absenteeism and
Truancy training in
Average of
school years 2013–
2014 and 2014–2015.
The chart at left
REDUCTION
shows chronic
in chronically
absenteeism rates
absent students
from start of school
through winter break.
After only one year,
absenteeism for chronically
absent students was reduced
by an average of 91%!
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Functional Behavior
Assessment of Bullying

William R. Jenson, Ph.D., Jessica Sprick, M.S., Cristy Coughlin, Ph.D.,
Elaine Clark, Ph.D., Julie Bowen, Ph.D.
GRADES K–12

There is no profile of a student who bullies, yet bullying intervention often takes a
one-size-fits-all approach that is not effective in eliminating bullying behavior. In
Functional Behavior Assessment of Bullying, Dr. Jenson and colleagues have created
a comprehensive system to help you determine the unique contributing factors and
functions that cause an individual student’s bullying behavior.
A complete
system
for addressing
bullying in
your school!

Through interviews, observation forms, and other assessment materials, the FBA of
Bullying can help you:
• Identify times, situations, and people that predictably trigger bullying.
• Determine whether the student is seeking adult or peer attention through
bullying.
• Identify skill deficits that may lead to bullying behavior (e.g., a student lacks
anger management skills and lashes out at peers in response to frustration).
• Determine whether a chaotic or punitive school climate or lack of supervision
contributes to the student’s bullying.

Create a Comprehensive Intervention
After conducting the FBA, use Bullying Solutions: Universal and Individual Strategies
(included with your purchase) to select from 35 interventions based on research and
best practices for changing student behavior. Then design and implement an individualized function-based intervention plan.
The FBA of Bullying system includes:
•
•
•
•

FBA of Bullying Manual
Downloadable assessment and intervention forms
Five-pack consumable forms
Bullying Solutions: Universal and Individual Strategies

Product ID: 060-3

$295

Manual (128 pp.), 5-pack consumable forms (Core Checklist, Additional Data Sources,
Summary Checklist, Global Overview, BIP) also available as fillable PDFs, 1 copy of
Bullying Solutions: Universal and Individual Strategies (720 pp.) / 2017 / 978-1-59909-060-3

Product ID: 061-0

$30

Five-pack consumable forms refill / 2017 / 978-1-59909-061-0
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Bullying Solutions
Universal & Individual Strategies

Jessica Sprick, M.S., William R. Jenson, Ph.D., Randy Sprick, Ph.D., Cristy Coughlin, Ph.D.
GRADES K–12

Bullying is a pervasive problem that negatively affects all students, including those
who bully, those who are targeted, and bystanders. Bullying Solutions provides a
multi-tiered approach that includes universal procedures and individual strategies for
intervening with both students who bully and students who are targeted.

Universal Procedures
Evaluate your existing bullying procedures and policies to determine whether your
school is using an effective and comprehensive approach. The universal procedures in
Bullying Solutions explain how to:
• Structure settings, policies, and procedures to prevent bullying from occurring
and ensure a coordinated and effective response to bullying incidents.
• Teach students, families, and staff about bullying.
• Observe and monitor student behavior, and collect data on incidents of bullying.
• Interact positively with students to increase engagement, school connectedness,
and responsible student behavior.
• Correct students fluently when bullying occurs.

Intervention Strategies
The following strategies can be used with individual students or groups who bully:
• Setting event strategies target situations or conditions that increase the
likelihood of bullying.
• Antecedent strategies address events, times, places, people, and activities that
occur immediately before the student’s bullying behavior.
• Teaching strategies provide the student with positive replacement behaviors.
• Positive consequence strategies offer incentives and motivation for the student to
use replacement behaviors.
• Corrective consequence strategies increase the consistency and efficacy of
corrections implemented when bullying occurs.
The book also provides strategies to help students who are bullied:
•
•
•
•

Know how to recognize, respond to, and report bullying
Increase engagement in school
Develop needed social or coping skills
Receive assessment or referral for other services

Product ID: 062-7

$95

Book (720 pp.), 59 fillable reproducible forms / 2017 / 978-1-59909-062-7
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BEST
SELLER!
More than 25,000
Copies Sold Each Year

CHAMPS (Second Edition)
A Proactive & Positive Approach to
Classroom Management
Randy Sprick, Ph.D.
GRADES K–8

CHAMPS helps classroom teachers design or fine-tune a proactive
and positive classroom management plan that overtly teaches students
how to behave responsibly. User-friendly tips and resources make
this the definitive guide to classroom management, with easy-toimplement strategies for reducing classroom disruptions and referrals, improving classroom climate, increasing student on-task
behavior, and establishing respectful and civil interactions.

Endorsed by

Supports all students, including
students with special needs

By following the effective, research-based practices outlined in CHAMPS, teachers
develop methods for clearly communicating their expectations for every classroom
activity and transition.

CHAMPS has provided our
teachers with profound
support . . . It makes all the
difference in the organization
of their classrooms, physically
as well as socially and
emotionally.
—Tricia Huder and Marilyn Hefferan,
Learning Resource Specialists,
Florida Diagnostic and Learning
Resource System

• Conversation: Can students talk to each other during this activity?
• Help: How do students get teacher attention? How do they get questions
answered?
• Activity: What is the task or objective? What is the end product?
• Movement: Can students move about during this activity?
• Participation: How do students show they are fully participating?
• Success: When students meet the CHAMPS expectations, they are successful!

Key Benefits of CHAMPS
• Teachers establish clear expectations with logical and fair
responses to misbehavior.
• Teachers spend their time teaching instead of disciplining.
• Teachers learn tools to motivate students to do their best.
• Students are taught how to behave responsibly.

We also offer
a DVD inservice
training
program (see
next page).

New Features
•
•
•
•
•

A guide to schoolwide implementation, including Peer Discussion Worksheets
New acronyms for younger and older students
CHAMPS suggestions for first-year teachers
Expanded coverage of homework management
Real-world examples of CHAMPS in action

Product ID: 030-6
520 pages plus 502 pages fillable reproducible forms and classroom icons
2009 / 978-1-59909-030-6
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CHAMPS DVD Inservice
Series (Second Edition)
Proactive & Positive Classroom Management
Randy Sprick, Ph.D.
GRADES K–8

This DVD Inservice Series is the ideal staff development tool, useful
for individual, small group, staffwide, and college-credit applications. Each lesson demonstrates research-based practices to help
your staff become more proactive and less reactive. The format allows
the learning process to be distributed across weeks, affording time
to implement strategies and discuss outcomes. All staff work
together to implement effective CHAMPS classroom management
plans. A Facilitator’s Manual is included.

Product ID: 038-2
6 DVDs (516 min total) and Facilitator’s Manual (44 pp.)
2010 / 978-1-59909-038-2

Endorsed by

We love CHAMPS and how the
DVDs bring CHAMPS to life.

Supports all students, including
students with special needs

$995

—Pam Matlock, Lecturer/Education
Coordinator, and Renee Campoy,
Assistant Dean, College of Education,
Murray State Univ., KY

SCS LIBRARY

CHAMPS Teacher Planner

COMPANION
TEACHER
PLANNER

Randy Sprick, Ph.D.

Stay on track with the CHAMPS Teacher Planner! The Teacher Planner is a practical,
easy-to-use spiral-bound lesson planner. But this planner is unique! You get all the
elements of a typical planner along with CHAMPS classroom management tools
and tips that are spread throughout the year at timely intervals to help you improve
student responsibility and motivation all year long.
The CHAMPS Teacher Planner can serve as a great implementation guide for teaching
responsible student behavior. CHAMPS activities and tools help you observe, reflect,
and continuously improve your classroom management strategies from the first day
through the last weeks of the school year.
Planners can be used on their own to plan the year and improve classroom management, but are best used to preview or review the in-depth procedural knowledge
learned from reading the CHAMPS book.

Product ID: 035-1
10% Discount for Orders of 20 or More Planners!
128 pages (spiral bound), including 10 pages of reproducible
forms / 2009 / 978-1-59909-035-1
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Discipline in the Secondary
Classroom (Third Edition)
A Positive Approach To Behavior Management
Randy Sprick, Ph.D.
GRADES 9–12

This book provides the most
comprehensive model available
for classroom management in
middle and high schools.
—Brian Keith Jones, Speech/Drama/
Debate Educator, Riverview Gardens High
School, St. Louis, MO

Now in its third edition, Discipline in the Secondary Classroom is a
secondary teacher’s go-to reference for designing a classroom
management plan that prevents problems, motivates students, and
teaches students to behave responsibly. This bestselling resource offers
new and seasoned teachers alike a hands-on guide brimming with
practical advice, tips, checklists, forms, and ready-to-use activities
that get results.

Endorsed by

Supports all students, including
students with special needs

Step by Step, This Book Outlines How to Create
an Effective Classroom Management Plan
Structure and organize all settings to prompt responsible student behavior.
Teach your expectations regarding how to behave responsibly

within the structure you have created.
Observe whether students are meeting expectations by physically circulating,
visually scanning, and collecting meaningful data.
Interact positively with students to build relationships and provide frequent, ageappropriate positive feedback.
Correct irresponsible behavior fluently — calmly, consistently, immediately, briefly,
respectfully, and (as much as possible) privately.

See CHAMPS
(p. 18) for
strategies and
techniques for
younger students.

Through this framework (STOIC), you will learn how to prevent and calmly address
misbehavior, and confidently implement research-based strategies to maximize
student motivation.

Product ID: 087-1

$39.95

448 pages and 1 DVD (57 fillable reproducible forms,
3 sets of CHAMPS icons, bonus article, and 3 video clips)
2013 / 978-1-118-45087-1

SCS LIBRARY

RESEARCH SNAPSHOT
In a study that tracked 90,000 students in grades 9–12, McNeely, Nonnemaker,
and Blum (2002) determined that one major factor that affected the emotional
connection a student had with the school was positive classroom management.
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Discipline in the
Secondary Classroom
DVD Inservice Series

Based on
Discipline in the
Secondary Classroom
(2nd ed.)—different
sequence than the
new third edition

Randy Sprick, Ph.D.
GRADES 9–12

Presented by expert educational consultant and author Dr. Randy
Sprick, the Discipline in the Secondary Classroom DVD Inservice Series
is a unique program that has been specially developed to complement
the second edition of Discipline in the Secondary Classroom.
Through ten inservice sessions presented in this comprehensive
5-DVD set, Dr. Sprick guides and supports your high school staff in
the design and implementation of a practical, positive behavior
management plan to prevent misbehavior and increase student
motivation via proven techniques and strategies.

Endorsed by

Supports all students, including
students with special needs

The perfect answer to the
unique behavioral challenges
plaguing today’s high schools.
—Albert Felts, Senior Education
Specialist, Region 13 Education
Service Center, TX

The DVD series also includes a guide to using the DVDs with the current third
edition of Discipline in the Secondary Classroom.

Product ID: 021-4
5 DVDs (10 sessions; 522 min total) and Facilitator’s Manual
(48 pp.) / 2008 / 978-1-59909-021-4

$597
SCS LIBRARY

Teacher Planner for the
Secondary Classroom

COMPANION
TEACHER
PLANNER

Randy Sprick, Ph.D.

Use the Teacher Planner to efficiently set up and implement your classroom behavior
management plan — and monitor its success. The planner includes weekly spreads for
lesson plans, notes, and daily management tips.
The Teacher Planner for the Secondary Classroom can be used with Discipline in the
Secondary Classroom or without the book.

Product ID: 400-3
128 pages (Wire-O spiral bound), including 10 pages
reproducible forms / 2010 / 978-1-470-64400-3
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ORDER FORM

$19.95
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Coaching Classroom
Management (Second Edition)

Strategies & Tools for Administrators & Coaches
Randy Sprick, Ph.D., Jim Knight, Ph.D., Wendy Reinke, Ph.D.,
Tricia McKale Skyles, M.S., Lynn Barnes, M.S.
GRADES K–12

This book is a must-read for administrators, staff developers,
behavior specialists, and instructional coaches — anyone who works
directly with teachers to improve classroom management and
student behavior.

The best resource for assisting
teachers to implement proactive
and positive classroom
management strategies in their
classroom.
—Susan Schilt,
District Resources Teacher, Largo, FL

Endorsed by

Supports all students, including
students with special needs

Filled With Everything You Need to Implement
Effective Coaching
•
•
•
•
•

Observation forms
Staff development materials
Checklists
Rating scales
Tip sheets for classroom walk-throughs

The second edition includes more detailed directions for data collection tools, tips
for working with reluctant teachers, an analysis of reciprocity, and a sample model
for coaching.

Closes the Gap Between the Ideal of Research-Based
Practice and Actual Implementation
The tools in this book were designed and field-tested to close the gap between the
ideal of research-based practices and actual implementation with fidelity.
Administrators will find guidelines for setting expectations and supporting teachers
in meeting them. Others — from instructional and literacy coaches to master teachers, mentors, behavior specialists, department chairs, subject-area specialists, and
school psychologists — will discover how they can use the skills they already have to
assist teachers in a nonevaluative context.

Product ID: 040-5
264 pages and 74 pages fillable reproducible forms
2010 / 978-1-59909-040-5
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Teacher’s Encyclopedia of Behavior
Management (Second Edition)
100+ Problems/500+ Plans
Randy Sprick, Ph.D.
GRADES K–12

Since 1995, thousands of teachers have come to rely on the effective
interventions detailed in Teacher’s Encyclopedia of Behavior
Management to help them create and maintain productive, respectful,
PBIS-driven learning environments.
Comprehensive and insightful, the Encyclopedia offers more than
500 easy-to-implement intervention plans that cover over 100 common
classroom problems, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teachers must be afforded
consistent opportunities to
observe good practice, reflect
on good practice, and repeat
the process. Works like the
Teacher’s Encyclopedia
provide the cornerstone for
this cycle.

Arguing — Students with the teacher and students with each other
Blaming others/Excuses for everything
Cliques/Ganging up
Forgetting materials
Homework issues
Transitions, Problems with
Work completion — Daily work

New Streamlined, Easy-to-Reference Design
The second edition includes a more streamlined, easy-to-reference design and 75
ready-to-use reproducible forms to make intervention implementation easy. Among
the fourteen new problems are misuse of electronics, cyberbullying, gambling, and
skipping class.
For each misbehavior addressed, the Encyclopedia offers an assortment of plans so
you can select an intervention tailored to the purpose, duration, and severity of the
particular situation. A series of questions guides you through relevant considerations
to help you identify the plan that best suits your situation or develop your own
custom intervention. As always, you can trust all resources in the Safe & Civil
Schools Library to offer strategies and techniques that reflect proven research on best
classroom practices.

Product ID: 050-4
888 pages and 75 reproducible forms
2012 / 978-1-59909-050-4

INDE X

ORDER FORM

—Vicki Phillips, Ph.D., Director
of Education, College Ready in
the United States Program,
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

Comes with 70+
reproducible forms

$65
SCS LIBRARY
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SMART Kids

Social Grace, Manners, and Respectful Talk
Susan L. Mulkey, M.Ed., Marilyn Sprick, M.S.
GRADES K–1

SMART Kids provides young children with instruction in
social grace, good old-fashioned manners, and how to talk
respectfully. These are the skills that hold young people in good
stead as they move through the school system and into the
world of work. SMART Kids is all about teaching children
skills that open doors and provide them with multiple opportunities. SMART Kids gives children a smart start.

There has been a significant
increase in praising and
complimenting other students.
—Melissa Brock,
Kindergarten Teacher, Ogden, UT

Lessons are designed specifically to meet the needs of young children — complete
with direct instruction lessons and age-appropriate activities and games. There are 18
five-day lesson plans. Each lesson requires about 15 minutes, providing great activities to complete when there’s just a little extra time in a day. The program can be
conducted across the year or provided as a daily half-year curriculum.
SMART Kids comes with reproducibles for printing posters, SMART Books and
coloring pages, stick puppets, recognition cards, and more.

Product ID: 043-6
256 pages (spiral bound) and 73 reproducible forms
2010 / 978-1-59909-043-6

Looking and Listening
Someone is talking to the class.
I sit up.
My face is pleasant.
I look with my eyes.
I listen with my ears.
My mouth is quiet.
My hands and feet are still.
I can look and listen when someone is talking.

Following Directions
My teacher gives a direction.
I look at my teacher.
My face is pleasant.
My mouth is quiet.
I might nod or say “OK.”
I follow directions right away.
I can follow directions.

Greetings
When I see people I know, I look at them and smile.
I wave,looks
give aand
high
five, or shake their hands.
Li Lizard
listens.
Pacific Northwest Publishing • Unit 2
© 2010 The Mulkey Company and Marilyn Sprick

I say “Hi.”
They say “Hi.”
I say something friendly.
I can give a warm greeting.

Includes
reproducible
posters and
forms

SMART Kid Posters
SMART Kid Posters teach your students to be SMART with
the skills of Social Grace, Manners, and Respectful Talk.
Save valuable preparation time by purchasing these colorful,
ready-to-use SMART Kid Social Skills Posters instead of
printing them yourself.

$60
SCS LIBRARY

Full-size,
full-color
11.5" × 15"
glossy SMART
posters

There are fourteen 11.5" × 15" posters in all.

Felicia Frog follows directions.

Product ID: 044-3

Pacific Northwest Publishing • Unit 3
© 2010 The Mulkey Company and Marilyn Sprick

$25

14 posters (11.5" × 15") 2010 / 978-1-59909-044-3
Gregory Gopher gives great greetings.
Pacific Northwest Publishing • Unit 1
© 2010 The Mulkey Company and Marilyn Sprick
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Misbehavior should
be viewed as a puzzle
to be solved, not a
threat to be removed.
– Randy Sprick
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The Multi-Tiered System of Support:
The goal of Safe & Civil Schools is to help your
school create a full continuum of behavior
support practices to ensure that every student
is successful— no matter the level of need.

I NDI VIDUAL

CLASSROOM

SCHOOLWIDE
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Tiers 2 and 3

Offering a
full continuum
of support

TI

A full continuum of support requires effective
universal procedures — a welcoming school,
a unified staff, and supportive classrooms so
the vast majority of students thrive. Within
this rich context, some students will still have
more intensive needs. Our intervention tools
focus on creating a systematic approach to
identifying and analyzing a student’s behavior
problems, then using a problem-solving process
to develop and implement evidence-based
intervention plans.

ER
2/
TI
ER
3

UN
IV
ER
SA
L
ST
RA
TE

A truly effective multi-tiered system of
behavior support (MTSS-B) is seamless. There
are no gaps between the tiers. The Safe &
Civil Schools approach has no gaps and
features an intentional overlap between the
tiers. Everyone has a role to play in creating
and maintaining a full continuum of support
that provides every student with what is needed
for school success.

GI
ES
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NEW
PRODUCT

Early-Stage Interventions
Behavior Strategies for Every Teacher

Randy Sprick, Ph.D., Jessica Sprick, M.S., Marilyn Sprick, M.S.,
Cristy Coughlin, Ph.D.
GRADES K–12

Early-Stage Interventions: Behavior Strategies for Every Teacher offers a set of simple,
teacher-friendly interventions to use as a starting place in addressing an individual
student’s chronic misbehavior — disrespect, noncompliance, lack of motivation,
bullying, aggression, and more. Though every teacher will encounter students who
display challenging behavior, many feel unprepared to effectively deal with such
behavior in the classroom.
This book presents a continuum of early-stage interventions that are easy for a
classroom teacher to plan and implement. The teacher starts with the simplest one
first, and continues on only when the student’s behavior doesn’t improve. Step-bystep directions guide the teacher through each of these interventions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planned Discussion
Correction Planning
Increasing Positive Interactions
Data Collection and Debriefing
Goal Setting
Building a Supportive Relationship
Function-Based Intervention

When teachers are able to improve misbehavior in the classroom in its early stages, a
school’s more intensive Tier 2 and 3 resources can be focused on intervening with
more intractable behavior problems.

Product ID: 106-8

$45

272 pp. plus downloadable reproducibles / 2020 / 978-1-59909-106-8
SCS LIBRARY
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Interventions (Third Edition)
Support for Individual Students With
Behavior Challenges

Randy Sprick, Ph.D., Cristy Coughlin, Ph.D., Mickey Garrison, Ph.D.,
Jessica Sprick, M.S. (with contributions by Geoff Colvin,
Barbara Gueldner, and Kenneth W. Merrell)
GRADES K–12

This newly revised and updated edition of Interventions helps educators
who work with challenging students plan and implement evidencebased, tiered strategies to increase motivation and improve behavior.

Endorsed by

Supports all students, including
students with special needs

This resource gives educators information about how to create a continuum of
problem-solving and intervention supports for students who don’t respond to
universal efforts — or those students who require the higher levels of support,
resources, or expertise characteristic of Tier 2 and Tier 3 supports.
This book is designed for school personnel who are responsible for ensuring that
students’ needs for behavioral, social, and emotional support are met, as well as
anyone who will be involved in planning or implementing an individual intervention:
•
•
•
•

School psychologists, school counselors, and behavior specialists
Members of problem-solving and behavior leadership teams
Building-based administrators
District personnel such as special education directors/coordinators, directors of
school psychology, and supervisors of school counselors

A must-have resource for
every educator, administrator,
and support staff . . . practical
and easy to understand, use,
and implement.
—Judy Elliott, Ph.D., Chief Academic
Officer, Los Angeles Unified School
District, CA

This revised edition provides recommendations for efficient schoolwide coordination for
delivery of intervention services — the background tasks administrators and school
leaders must complete in order to establish a system for individualized intervention.
It also presents an evidence-based model to guide effective and efficient problemsolving for individual students. The framework for building behavior interventions
can be used for any stage of a problem, with implementation guidance, sample forms,
charts, and data collection tools.
Step-by-step instructions detail how to plan and implement a set of specialized
intervention strategies designed to support:
• Students with internalizing challenges
• Students who exhibit escalating, dangerous, or highly disruptive behavior
• Students who may benefit from behavioral contracting, structured reinforcement,
or self-monitoring and self-evaluation systems

Product ID: 105-1

$65

476 pp. plus downloadable reproducibles / 2019 / 978-1-59909-105-1
SCS LIBRARY
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ONLINE
DEMO

Connections
Mickey Garrison, Ph.D.
GRADES K–12

Connections is an efficient web-based tool for implementing a Tier 2 and 3
behavior intervention. Students use daily carry cards — enabling staff to connect
with, monitor, and provide effective feedback to students with chronic or intensive
challenging behaviors.

What Connections Empowers You to Do
Student behavior is shaped and effectively changed through consistent monitoring
and skillful feedback. Connections is a monitoring and feedback system that promotes communication, goal setting, and constructive change both at school and at
home. It works for students in general and special education whose behaviors have
not responded to other interventions.
For these students, Connections:
• Increases awareness of their own behavior
through regular feedback from adults and
eventual self-monitoring
• Improves accountability
• Helps them learn replacement behaviors
• Improves organization and motivation
• Builds a coordinated effort between school
and home
• Provides a place to celebrate successes

This has really been easy to
implement in my classroom, and
it’s made a huge difference for
the students involved.
—Fourth-grade teacher, Orlando, FL

How Connections Helps Teachers,
Administrators, and Parents
• Saves time (thus allowing teachers to help a greater number of students without
having to change their classroom management style)
• Is the only check-in system with scannable daily monitoring cards — no manual
entry of data
• Produces charts and reports for each student
• Helps build a strong relationship between the school and home
• Gives daily feedback on student choices

To order, call 1-866-542-1490

$550

Annual license per school
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Meaningful Work

Changing Student Behavior With School Jobs
B. J. Wise, M.A.Ed., Kim Marcum, M.Ed., Mike Haykin, M.Ed.,
Randy Sprick, Ph.D., Marilyn Sprick, M.S.
GRADES K–6

Meaning ful Work grew from the frustration that every educator feels when faced with
students who are best at being bad. These students, like all of us, are looking for an
area in which to excel. Unfortunately, students who misbehave have found that they
are very good at being bad. Through years of experience, the authors found that
consequences for misbehavior were necessary but not sufficient for changing chronic
misbehavior. Meaning ful Work creates a sense of purpose and provides an opportunity
for a student to experience success.
Meaning ful Work focuses on changing student behavior in the school environment.
This positive behavior support helps students with a history of misbehavior and
school failure become contributing members of their schools.

This Book Guides You Through:
• Developing a vision for how this positive behavior support will look in your school.
• Starting small with one or two students. Learn how to select students and
jobs, collect data, design a contract, teach job skills, and reinforce and correct
the students.
• Going schoolwide with your jobs program. Learn how to promote staff buy-in,
recruit supervisors, select students, match students to jobs, train supervisors, and
teach students how to be successful in a job.
• Networking with your community.

Feeling valued and able to
make a difference in their
school, many of our students
have completely turned their
behaviors around.
—Sandra Horst, Principal,
Central Kitsap School District,
Bremerton, WA

The number of job options in a school is limitless. Meaning ful Work’s Jobs Index
provides a source of inspiration, including close to 100 jobs (with suggested duties,
schedule, supervisor, student skills, and grade level), from Eraser Cleaner (grade K
and up) to Playground Assistant (grades 4–6).

Product ID: 049-8

$45

176 pages and reproducible materials, including job postings, application
forms, staff handouts, and more / 2011 / 978-1-59909-049-8

SCS LIBRARY

RESEARCH SNAPSHOT
Students who feel connected to school do better academically and also are less
likely to be involved in risky health behavior, drug use, cigarette smoking, early sex,
violence, and suicidal thoughts and attempts. (Blum, 2007)
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ONLINE
DEMO

Systematic Screening for
Behavior Disorders (Second Edition)
Universal Behavioral Screening

Hill M. Walker, Ph.D., Herbert H. Severson, Ph.D., Edward G. Feil, Ph.D.
EXTENDED FOR GRADES PREK–9

Traditionally, in most schools students at risk of behavior problems (and their
teachers) receive support only after a referral or crisis.

SSBD Gets Ahead of the Next Crisis
• Research Validated. Screening procedures effectively use
teachers’ knowledge of students to take the guesswork
MINUTES
and subjectivity out of identifying who may benefit from
additional support. Technical adequacy is unparalleled by
other screeners.
• Efficient. Screen an entire school in 45 minutes.
• Early Identification. Early intervention for both externalizing and internalizing
problems begins with early identification.
• Early Intervention. Early intervention is less intensive and more effective than
allowing social-emotional difficulties to percolate under the surface.

45

The SSBD is . . . hailed
by many researchers and
teachers as the “gold
standard” of systematic
screening tools.
—K. L. Lane, M. A. Little, et al. (2001).
A comparison of systematic screening
tools for emotional and behavioral
disorders. Journal of Emotional and
Behavior Disorders, 17, 93–105.

The Gold
Standard of
Universal
Behavioral
Screening

PRINT

ONLINE

Initial Screening Purchase

Initial Purchase

• SSBD Portfolio
• Classroom Screening Packets
(1 per classroom)

Subsequent Screening Purchases
• Classroom Screening Packets
(1 per classroom)

• SSBD Portfolio (20% off)
• Annual online subscription

Save Time!
Online option provides automated scoring
and immediate reporting.

Product ID: 065-8 SSBD Portfolio

$225

Administrator’s Guide, reproducibles with Technical Manual, 10 Classroom
Screening Packets Grades 1–9, 2 Classroom Screening Packets PreK–K
2014 / 978-1-59909-065-8

Product ID: 066-5

Classroom Screening Packet Grades 1–9

$10

Classroom Screening Packet PreK–K

$10

2014 / 978-1-59909-066-5

Product ID: 067-2
2014 / 978-1-59909-067-2

Annual Online Subscription

$550

One to four screenings per year per school
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FIRST STEP Next

Hill M. Walker, Ph.D., Brianna Stiller, Ph.D., Cristy Coughlin, Ph.D.,
Annemieke Golly, Ph.D., Marilyn Sprick, M.S., Edward G. Feil, Ph.D.
GRADES PREK–2

FIRST STEP Next is a collaborative home and school intervention for
preschool through second grade. The teacher, family member, and behavior
coach (e.g., school counselor, early childhood educator, or behavior specialist) teach the at-risk child skills that contribute to school success and the
development of friendships.
The program is designed for young children who exhibit challenging behaviors
such as defiance, conflicts with peers, and disruptive behaviors.

Newly Revised and Updated Second Edition
FIRST STEP Next is a revised and updated second edition of First Step
to Success. Its efficacy and effectiveness are supported by a solid research base.

Product ID: 078-8 FIRST STEP Next

$485

FIRST STEP has not only
been established as evidence
based across four large-scale
randomized trials, but it is also
the most fun to implement.
Teachers and kids just love it!

$144

—Steve Forness, Distinguished
Professor Emeritus of Psychiatry
and Biobehavioral Sciences, UCLA

Tote bag includes everything a coach needs to implement the program
Coach’s Manual with reproducible forms and DVD with training videos;
Super Students! Lessons; Cooperation Cards; 3 Green and Red Cards with lanyards;
Super Students! Book; Rewards Cards and dry-erase marker; 3 Student Sets
2015 / 978-1-59909-078-8

Product ID: 079-5

FIRST STEP Next Student Sets (3)

Contains all the consumable materials needed to work with 3 focus students
3 sets of Coach’s Folder, Teacher’s Folder, Home and School Connections Folder
2015 / 978-1-59909-079-5

OPTIONAL

Product ID: 084-9

Spanish-Language Student Sets (3)

$144

Contains consumable materials to work with Spanish-speaking families
3 sets of Coach’s Folder, Teacher’s Folder, Folder de conexión entre la
familia y la escuela / 2017 / 978-1-59909-084-9

Product ID: 080-1

FIRST STEP Next Super Students! Book

$20

Illustrated, full-color book that introduces the 7 behavioral skills taught in FSN
24 pages / 2015 / 978-1-59909-080-1

Product ID: FSNT

Interval Timer and Wristband

$22.95

Interval timer to prompt coach or teacher when it’s time to record points
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Picture Perfect

Video Self-Modeling for Behavior Change
Melissa Bray, Ph.D., Melissa Root, Ph.D.
GRADES K–12

LEARN MORE

Click on the video tab at
ancorapublishing.com/vsm
to view a TedX talk by
author Melissa Root.

Video Self-Modeling is a powerful intervention that uses carefully planned and
edited videos of self-imaging so students can view themselves performing a task,
skill, or behavior at mastery. More than 45 years of research support the efficacy of
this unique intervention across an array of behaviors and disabilities, such as
dysfluent speech, daily living skills, classroom routines and transitions, appropriate
replacement behaviors for aggression and tantrums, language pragmatics, anxiety,
noncompliance, selective mutism, and more!
Picture Perfect: Video Self-Modeling for Behavior Change has step-by-step directions
for selecting goal behaviors, developing a progress-monitoring system, planning and
creating the video, and collecting and interpreting data. It also includes specific
application examples with reproducible data collection forms, a visual index for
supported decision making, and all the information necessary to design and implement this effective intervention.

Product ID: 082-5

$28

112 pages with 11 pages downloadable forms / 2016 / 978-1-59909-082-5

ADAPT

Advancing Decision Making and Problem Solving for Teens
Jason Burrow-Sánchez, Ph.D.
GRADES 8–12

RESULTS

Field-testing showed
reductions in depressive
symptoms, increases in
self-esteem, and good
rates of abstinence from
substance abuse.

ADAPT (Advancing Decision Making and Problem Solving for Teens) is a small group
intervention for middle and high school students who are at risk for substance use,
aggression, truancy, and poor school performance. Students are taught fundamental
skills such as effective problem solving, decision making, refusing drugs, effective
communication, anger management, and more. They practice using strategies in the
context of issues they are experiencing, and use guided practice in and out of school
with strategies such as behavioral mapping, identifying triggers, role-playing, and
practicing skills in context.
Sessions are facilitated by a school professional and last from 45 to 60 minutes.
Facilitators are encouraged to customize sessions to fit the needs of their school settings.

Product ID: 052-8

$45

232 pages (spiral bound) and 42 pages fillable forms, 1 Excel spreadsheet
2013 / 978-1-59909-052-8
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PASS — Positive Approach to Student Success
Inclusion for Students With Behavior Disorders
James R. Poole, B.A., Hope Caperton-Brown, Ed.D.
GRADES K–12

Developed by a behavior specialist and a licensed psychologist with more than 40
years of collective educational experience, PASS helps school staff serve students with
serious emotional disturbances in the general education setting, using individualized
programming that incorporates best practices. Programming combines targeted,
intensive instruction with behavior monitoring and coaching support for the student
and teacher. The program helps students develop self-management skills and relies on
data to drive decisions.
Schools that have implemented PASS report that their ED/BD students are experiencing academic and behavioral success in mainstream settings. And they are making
significant reductions in the number of students placed in more restrictive environments.
PASS includes PASS Tracker software (Excel spreadsheet), reproducible forms, and
materials for use in training staff on PASS procedures. PASS is founded on the belief
that children with emotional and behavioral issues benefit academically from participation in the general curriculum and behaviorally from educational experiences with
nonhandicapped peers. PASS participants can attest to that!

Product ID: 031-3

Our behavioral kids have
never done better! Infractions
are down, attendance is up,
test scores have gone up.
—Carolyn Meeks,
Special Education Director, Lamar
Consolidated ISD, Richmond, TX

$75

152 pages and PASS Tracker software, blackline masters for training, samples,
and 9 pages fillable reproducible forms / 2009 / 978-1-59909-031-3

Managing the Cycle of Acting-Out
Behavior in the Classroom (Second Edition)
Geoff Colvin, Ph.D., Terrance M. Scott, Ph.D.
GRADES K–12

This revised edition presents an insightful model that depicts acting-out behavior in
terms of seven phases. It provides practical, safe strategies for managing and preventing behavior such as defiance, tantrums, threats, resistance, avoidance, and disruption.
The characteristics of each phase are described in detail through the use of clear and
specific examples. Each chapter is filled with comprehensive strategies to help
educators intervene before behavior cycles out of control. The book also contains case
studies to increase your understanding of this type of classroom behavior.

Product ID: 436-9

$33.95

264 pages / 2014 / 978-1-48337-436-9
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The Tough Kid Series
®

Every kid has tough moments, but when you’re dealing with a kid whose
tough moments come often and last a while, you’re dealing with a Tough
Kid. Books and programs in The Tough Kid Series can help you manage
and motivate Tough Kids, both in school and at home. You will learn
practical, evidence-based strategies for dealing effectively with tough
problems like aggression, noncompliance, lack of motivation, and poor
academic performance. The Tough Kid Series addresses issues that arise
for new and veteran teachers, parents, and the kids themselves.

New
edition!

New
edition!

Pacific
Northwest
Publishing
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The Tough Kid Book

NEW
PRODUCT

(Third Edition)

Practical Classroom Management Strategies
Ginger Rhode, Ph.D., William R. Jenson, Ph.D., Natalie Allen Williams, Ph.D.
GRADES 1–8

Help Tough Kids succeed in school and in life! Tough Kids combine behavioral excesses
such as noncompliance, aggression, and tantrums with less obvious deficits in
academic, self-management, and social skills. Tough Kids are a challenge, but you
can use proactive, positive techniques to manage and motivate them.
The Tough Kid Book is for regular and special education teachers, counselors, instructional
coaches, and any educator who wants effective and positively focused classrooms.
This book guides you through the process of identifying and assessing Tough Kids. It
provides suggestions for structuring your classroom to ensure success for all kids —
including the most difficult. Step-by-step instructions explain how to implement
both positive and corrective strategies for classrooms, groups, and individual students. Advanced behavior strategies such as Tootling, Contracts, Self-Monitoring,
and more are designed specifically for Tough Kids. For Tough Kids currently in
special placements, the Tough Kid Generalization Model offers a detailed plan for
returning them successfully to the general education classroom.
All techniques presented in The Tough Kid Book have been shown to be effective by
rigorous research.

Hands down, The Tough Kid
Book and The Tough Kid Tool
Box are the most important
materials in schools today. Every
educator should have these!
—Susan M. Sheridan, Director,
Nebraska Center for Research on
Children, Youth, Families, and Schools;
George Holmes University Professor,
University of Nebraska–Lincoln

New and Updated in the Third Edition
• Advanced strategies such as Tootling and Clean Your Plate to teach and
encourage Tough Kids to demonstrate positive behaviors such as praising
classmates and completing their independent work
• Techniques to improve academic engagement and performance
• Tips for using a functional behavior assessment to uncover the function
of a misbehavior
• Executive functioning skills and the Tough Kid
• How to select and teach classroom rules
The companion book, The Tough Kid Tool Box, provides ready-to-use reproducibles
and detailed directions for implementing many of the behavior management strategies presented in The Tough Kid Book.

Product ID: 108-2

$45

336 pages plus downloadable reproducible forms and bonus materials / 2019 / 978-1-59909-108-2
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NEW
PRODUCT

The Tough Kid Tool Box
(Third Edition)

William R. Jenson, Ph.D., Ginger Rhode, Ph.D., Natalie Allen Williams, Ph.D.
GRADES K–12

The Tough Kid Tool Box is newly updated with ready-to-use materials for implementing the behavior management strategies presented in The Tough Kid Book. The Tough
Kid Tool Box provides forms, reproducibles, instructions, and troubleshooting tips to
help you motivate and manage the Tough Kids in your classroom.

New in the Third Edition
• Guidance on conducting an FBA (functional behavior assessment)
• Using your FBA to develop a Behavior Intervention Plan
• New strategies such as Clean Your Plate, Points for Grumpy, the Be Cool
Program, and more

Over the years, The Tough Kid
Book and its companion, The
Tough Kid Tool Box, have defined
the gold standard for effective
intervention with students who
experience behavioral-emotional
challenges in their schooling. The
authors of these superb, teacherfriendly products are broadly
known for their ground-level
understanding of the challenges
teachers face in managing the
behavior of tough kids.
—Hill M. Walker, Ph.D., Professor of
Special Education and codirector of the
Institute on Violence and Destructive
Behavior, University of Oregon, and
Senior Research Scientist at the Oregon
Research Institute, Eugene, Oregon

38

Teachers will benefit from the ready-to-use materials found in this informative
book. These classroom-tested tools help motivate and manage even the toughestto-teach students.
This companion to The Tough Kid Book supplies everything you need to implement
behavior management strategies such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Behavior Observation
Mystery Motivators
Self-Monitoring
Classroom Contracts
Point Cards

The Tough Kid Tool Box provides complete step-by-step instructions so you can use the
tools immediately, even if you haven’t read The Tough Kid Book.

Product ID: 110-5

$40

240 pages and 85+ downloadable reproducibles / 2020 / 978-1-59909-110-5
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The Tough Kid
New Teacher Book
Practical Classroom Management
Survival Strategies

Ginger Rhode, Ph.D., William R. Jenson, Ph.D., Daniel Morgan, Ph.D.
GRADES K–12

The first year in classrooms with highly charged students can be an exciting and
fulfilling experience — but it can be daunting as well! So many minds to nourish and
each one so radically different.
The Tough Kid New Teacher Book is an essential resource for anyone new to
teaching — a practical, easy-to-use guide to managing any classroom, even the
most challenging. The book focuses on strategies a new teacher can learn quickly and
implement immediately.

Learn How to Employ Proven, Research-Based Strategies
•
•
•
•
•

Set a positive tone for the year.
Create a positive learning environment.
Establish and enforce positive and negative consequences for student behavior.
Deal effectively with chronic misbehavior.
Reduce your own stress and frustration.

This book provides explicit
detail and step-by-step
guidance in making sure you
are prepared for everything
that might happen in your
classroom.
—Katie Crossman, Teacher,
McKnight Middle School,
Renton, WA

Even new teachers can spend their time teaching, not disciplining. The Tough Kid
New Teacher Book can help a teacher’s first year be a happy and successful start to a
long and productive career.

Product ID: 037-5

$19.95

120 pages / 2009 / 978-1-59909-037-5

RESEARCH SNAPSHOT
According to a 2007 study done by the National Commission on Teaching and America’s
Future, teacher turnover can cost from $4,366 (rural New Mexico) to $17,872 (urban
Chicago) per teacher. This includes the costs of recruiting, hiring, and training a
replacement teacher. Providing resources and support to your new teachers pays off.
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The Tough Kid
On-Task in a Box
can be implemented
with individual
students, buddies,
or a whole class.

Ready for implementation in a
nicely illustrated and easy-tounderstand format . . .
user-friendly and costeffective way to address, in
school settings, one of the
most frequently encountered
behavioral problems.

The Tough Kid
On-Task in a Box
William R. Jenson, Ph.D., Marilyn Sprick, M.S.
GRADES 1–6

The Tough Kid On-Task in a Box is for kids who lack concentration, are unfocused, or
are focused on anything but instruction — another student, a toy, or a fly on the wall.
These students fail to pay attention during academic activities. They are our daydreamers —
chronically off task and underachieving. Time on task is generally 50%–60% or less.
So, what to do? The Tough Kid On-Task in a Box employs the research-based strategies
of self-monitoring, self-graphing, and video peer modeling.

—EXCERPT FROM REVIEW
To read the full review, see Pirsig,
S., J., & Houlihan, D. D. (2016). A
review of The Tough Kid On-Task in
a Box. Behavior Analysis in Practice.
doi 10.1007/s40617-016-0104-5

Evidence Based
Students improved time on task from a baseline average of 32% to 88% after implementing On-Task in a Box procedures. At follow-up, students had an average on-task
rate of 85% in their regular classrooms. Procedures include:

It's All in the Box!
• Complete step-by-step
procedures
• Two MotivAiders (timers that
can be set for regular or
random intervals)
• A DVD with peer modeling
and fast-hands animation
• Motivational materials,
including Reward Spinner
• Reproducible masters

• Student Referral and Initial Observation
• Work With the Classroom Teacher
• On-Task in a Box Lessons With Video Peer Modeling and
Fast-Hands Animation
• Self-Monitoring in the Classroom
• Follow-up Observations
• Fading

Classwide Behavior Improvement
On-Task in a Box may be effective in improving classwide levels of on-task behavior.
A multiple baseline design across three elementary classrooms was used to determine
the effects of the On-Task in a Box intervention on student behavior. Results indicated immediate increases in on-task behavior in all classrooms as well as strong
intervention and maintenance effects (Battaglia, Radley, & Ness, 2015).

Product ID: 063-4

$195

256 pages (spiral-bound manual), 1 DVD, 2 MotivAiders, 1 spinner / 2014 / 978-1-59909-063-4
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The Tough Kid
Bully Blockers Book

15-Minute Lessons for Preventing and
Reducing Bullying
Julie Bowen, Ph.D., Paula Ashcraft, M.S., William R. Jenson, Ph.D., Ginger Rhode, Ph.D.
GRADES 1–6

Tough Kids are often regarded as bullies, but they can also be victims of bullying.
Research suggests that to stop forms of aggression before they get more serious,
schools must provide training to students during elementary years.

Prevent and Reduce All Forms of Bullying
The Tough Kid Bully Blockers Book is a comprehensive manual for use by classroom
teachers and other school professionals. In six step-by-step sections, the Bully Blockers’
expert team of author-educators equips your staff to prevent and reduce all forms of
bullying, including gossiping, exclusion, physical aggression, and cyberbullying.

Product ID: 019-1

Teaches strategies for
students to monitor
themselves. Students who
are victimized learn to stand
up for themselves.
—Connie Farr,
Teacher/Literacy Specialist,
Corona, CA

$60

286 pages (spiral bound) and 69 pages of reproducible forms / 2008 / 978-1-59909-019-1

The Tough Kid
Bully Blocker Shorts

Six Skills for Preventing and Reducing Bullying
Julie Bowen, Ph.D., Paula Ashcraft, M.S., William R. Jenson, Ph.D., Ginger Rhode, Ph.D.
GRADES 1–6

Pacific
Northwest
Publishing

Fast-hands animation provides an engaging presentation of six skills for preventing
and reducing bullying. Students are compelled to watch and in the process learn the
concepts. How will the artist portray the bully, the bystander, and the bully blocker?
Watching each short sets the stage for discussing what makes a bully, how to block a
bully, how to resolve conflict, and how to make your school bully free.

Product ID: 036-8
1 DVD (46 min) / 2009 / 978-1-59909-036-8
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$95

A useful and practical
resource for educators to
engage students around
the topic of bullying.
It is a must-have.
—Carol Joy Anderson, M.Ed.,
Educational Specialist,
Emotional Disturbance/Mental
Health Issues, Utah
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Parenting Through
Tough Kid Moments

William R. Jenson, Ph.D., Ginger Rhode, Ph.D., Melanie Hepworth Neville, M.A.
GRADES 3–13

Children are perfect — except when they aren’t. Tantrums, acting out, and arguing
happen. Parenting Through Tough Kid Moments offers positive, proven strategies for
working through these Tough Kid moments. Parents learn how to:
DOWNLOAD FREE
FACILITATOR’S GUIDE AND
POWERPOINT OUTLINES

To help you run successful
Parenting Through Tough Kid
Moments parent groups

•
•
•
•
•

Set household rules
Use “timeout” effectively, even when you are not at home
Develop good habits for the future with the Habit Builder program
Harness the power of the three keys to family management
Use specific and research-validated reinforcement systems, and much more

Parenting Through Tough Kid Moments includes forms and checklists for dozens of
thought-provoking, helpful activities. Troubleshooting guides help with specific
situations that may arise as you learn to help your child build positive habits.

Product ID: 088-7

$29.95

264 pages / 2018 / 978-1-59909-088-7

The Tough Kid
Electronic Home Notes

James Knorr, Ph.D., William R. Jenson, Ph.D., Laura Lopach, Ph.D., BCBA
GRADES K–6

One of the most effective school-to-home collaboration strategies has been the home
note. The Tough Kid Electronic Home Notes uses the Google platform to help teachers
and behavior interventionists design custom home notes. Instead of a student carrying
home a paper note, the individualized electronic home note is emailed directly
home — with nothing to get “misplaced” or altered before arriving home.
The Tough Kid Electronic Home Notes includes a system for automatic data compilation
as well as a highly motivating and customizable reinforcement component. Step-bystep directions describe how to select and objectively define target behaviors, design a
motivational system tailored to the individual student, and introduce the home note
to families and students. Learn how to monitor progress and create electronic graphs
to summarize and visualize student progress.

Product ID: 085-6

$38

304 pages (spiral bound) and 37 fillable reproducible forms / 2017 / 978-1-59909-085-6
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The Tough Kid
Principal’s Briefcase

William R. Jenson, Ph.D., Ginger Rhode, Ph.D., Cal Evans, M.Ed.,
Daniel Morgan, Ph.D.
GRADES K–12

Experienced educators know that academic success is possible only in a safe,
respectful school environment where teachers can teach and students can learn
without fear of violence or disruption. The Tough Kid Principal’s Briefcase takes the
most current research on supporting schoolwide and individual student behavior
and translates it into a concise, practical guide so administrators can help create
the school environment kids need to best succeed at school.

This Essential Tool for Administrators Features:
• Practical and proven behavior strategies field-tested in schools across the country.
• Complete plans for implementing an effective discipline program in any
elementary, middle, or high school.
• Straightforward advice on the legal aspects of school discipline and behavior
programs.
• Comprehensive, ready-to-use reproducible forms — everything you need to start
a Tough Kid plan in your school.
• Nuts-and-bolts guidance on tasks such as collecting discipline data, crafting
a school mission statement, conducting a functional behavior assessment,
and more.
• DVD introduction to the Principal’s 200 Club, a schoolwide positive behavior
support system.

For the first time as an
administrator, I can say that
I have a program that can
impact all kids.
—Larry Larson, Principal

The leadership and structure that a well-informed administrator can provide are
critical to the success of a school’s discipline model. The Tough Kid Principal’s Briefcase
should be required reading for every administrator who wants to support student
behavior, improve school climate, and increase student achievement.

Product ID: 051-1

$55

224 pages (spiral bound), 1 DVD (Principal’s 200 Club video plus
66 pages fillable reproducible forms) / 2013 / 978-1-59909-051-1
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The Tough Kid
Social Skills Book

Teach Tough Kids
the skills they need
to succeed in social
situations.

Susan M. Sheridan, Ph.D.
GRADES 3–7

Tough Kids often have a difficult time getting along in social situations, often
because they have not learned appropriate ways of behaving. The Tough Kid Social
Skills Book helps teachers, school psychologists, school behaviorists, school counselors, school social workers, and other support staff teach the behaviors that students
need to get along successfully in social situations.

Packed with easy-to-use
lessons and materials.
—Tom Stacho, Ed.S.,
Staff Development and Training
Director, Newbury, OH

Tough Kids Social Skills contains a variety of tools and strategies to help:
•
•
•
•

Identify Tough Kids in need of direct social skills training.
Gather data to assess important social skills.
Lead productive social skills groups.
Conduct structured social skills programs in small group, classroom,
and schoolwide settings.

Product ID: 041-2

$35

208 pages (spiral bound) and 47 pages of fillable reproducible forms
2010 / 978-1-59909-041-2

The Tough Kid Teachers
and Parents as Partners
Susan M. Sheridan, Ph.D.
GRADES K–8

Do you sometimes struggle with the behaviors of some of your students? Do they
argue, defy rules, or act disrespectfully? Well, you’re not alone. Many parents are
dealing with these same issues at home. The Tough Kid Teachers and Parents as Partners
(TAPP) provides strategies for partnering with parents to build positive, collaborative relationships that benefit all students, including Tough Kids.
Results of studies on conjoint behavioral consultation (Teachers and Parents as Partners)
have demonstrated that, relative to control groups, students demonstrate greater:
•
•
•
•

Increases in adaptive behaviors
Improvements in social skills
Improvements in teacher-reported relationships with parents
Positive changes in behaviors

Product ID: 064-1

$35

244 pages (spiral bound) and 39 fillable reproducible forms
2014 / 978-1-59909-064-1
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Superheroes Social Skills

THE PERFECT
TOOL

William R. Jenson, Ph.D., Julie Bowen, Ph.D., Elaine Clark, Ph.D., Heidi Block, Ph.D.,
Terisa Gabrielsen, M.S., Julia Hood, M.S., Keith Radley, M.S., Benjamin Springer, M.S.
GRADES K–6

Teach and motivate students
with autism through this
multimedia program.

Super heroes Social Skills is a unique, evidence-based multimedia program that teaches
and motivates students with autism spectrum disorder, behavior disorders, and
developmental delays to use 17 critical social skills.
2
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NOTE: The kit includes materials for eight
students. For subsequent groups, order the
Student Consumables 8-Pack (below), or
print additional materials from the CD.

Get Ready!

unit
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With the help of Scooter, Interactor Girl,
The Initiator, fast-hands animation, video
peer modeling, colorful comics, and roleplaying activities, students are engaged
at every step as they learn essential skills
that will help them become successful
at school and at home.

The perfect tool for teachers,
special educators, counselors,
school psychologists, and
speech/language pathologists
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This card belongs to:

3 DVDs: Fast-Hands Animation, Peer Modeling Scenarios, and Digital Comics, spinner,
1 CD of reproducibles, Social Game Cards (1 set; 75 cards), 2 Role-Play Scenario Booklets (56 pages),
Facilitator’s Guide (288 pages, spiral bound), 1 Student Consumables 8-pack (see below for detailed
list of contents), 18 Group Posters, 1 Reward Poster / 2011 / 978-1-59909-047-4

Lack of appropriate social
skills is the defining deficit
for most children with autism
spectrum disorders. Every
little bit of support can make
big differences in helping
children with autism adjust
socially — and we think
Superheroes Social Skills can
effectively provide this “little
bit” of help.
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—Bill Jenson, author

Student Consumables 8-Pack

Extend the life of your initial Super heroes Social Skills investment and save valuable
preparation time with these convenient, colorful, and ready-to-use materials for
additional groups of eight students. The student consumables 8-pack includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stickers
Name tags
Power Cards
Comics
Power Posters
Scooter and Black Hole Cards

Product ID: 048-1

$95

3 sheets of Superhero of the Day Stickers, 1 perforated sheet of name tags, 17 perforated
sheets of 8 Power Cards, 8 copies each of 18 Comics, 8 copies each of 18 student Power Posters
(double-sided sheets), 100 Scooter Cards, 25 Black Hole Cards / 2011 / 978-1-59909-048-1
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Dr. Anita Archer’s

Active Participation
Getting Them All Engaged
Anita L. Archer, Ph.D.

GRADES K–5 AND 6–12

Learn how to engage all students in your classroom, from star performers to struggling
students, with active participation strategies from Anita Archer. Active Participation
can improve both academic performance and student behavior. Learn specific instructional procedures and routines to increase engagement and on-task behavior, increase
accountability, promote desired behavior, and keep the class moving along!

I have seen firsthand the
positive impact of Anita’s
Active Participation.
—Kira Bonn, Coach for NYS Striving
Readers Project, New York City Schools

Provide ongoing professional development:
•
•
•
•

Initial training on active engagement strategies
Systematic review of active engagement strategies
Whole staff inservice
Individual or small group study sessions

Product ID: 053-5

Elementary-Level DVDs

$450

4 DVDs (11 sessions; 312 min total) and 1 CD / 2013 / 978-1-59909-053-5

Product ID: 054-2 Secondary-Level DVDs

$450

4 DVDs (10 sessions; 320 min total) and 1 CD / 2013 / 978-1-59909-054-2

Explicit Instruction
Effective and Efficient Teaching
Anita L. Archer, Ph.D., Charles A. Hughes, Ph.D.
GRADES K–12

As educators, we all have the same goal — to help our students make the maximum
possible academic gains in a positive, respectful environment that promotes their
success and nurtures their desire to learn. One of the most effective tools available in
pursuit of this goal is explicit instruction— instruction that is systematic, direct,
engaging, and success oriented. Explicit instruction has been shown to promote
achievement for all students.
This highly practical and accessible resource gives special and general education
teachers the tools to implement explicit instruction in any grade level or content area.

Product ID: 041-6

$45

290 pages, including 5 pages reproducible forms and 25 pages Feedback on
Application Exercises / 2011 / 978-1-60918-041-6
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Dr. Anita Archer’s

Explicit Vocabulary Instruction
Words For Everyone
Anita L. Archer, Ph.D.
GRADES K–5

Research shows that children’s vocabulary in early grades is directly related to
reading comprehension in upper grades. Students who receive explicit, engaging
vocabulary instruction throughout their school years experience growth in vocabulary. Vocabulary instruction must be central to all content areas at all grade levels and
is especially critical for struggling readers. Dr. Archer’s strategies will help you:
• Explicitly teach individual words (both general and domain-specific academic
vocabulary).
• Teach students strategies for learning words.
• Develop a language-enriched classroom.
• Foster word consciousness among students.
View for Professional Development: In these 4 DVDs (5.7 hours of training), Dr.
Archer presents the essentials of explicit vocabulary instruction, from preparation to
ongoing review. The CD includes a Facilitator’s Guide and handouts.

Product ID: 077-1

$450

4 DVDs (4 sessions; 341 min total) and 1 CD / 2015 / 978-1-59909-077-1

Golden Principles of
Explicit Instruction
Anita L. Archer, Ph.D.

Dr. Archer presents 10 short video segments (4 to 7 minutes each) on the Golden
Principles of Explicit Instruction. Have staff learn (or review) and discuss principles
such as “anticipate and remove,” “practice, practice, practice,” and “avoid the void.”
Golden Principles of Explicit Instruction Posters work on their own or as a companion to the DVD to guide effective instruction. Hang the posters in a staff room or in
your classroom to provide daily reminders about how to make instruction engaging,
focused, and effective.

Product ID: 058-0

DVD

$50

1 DVD / 2013 / 978-1-59909-058-0

Product ID: 083-2 Posters

$20

Twelve 11" × 17" Posters / 2016 / 978-1-59909-083-2

INDE X

ORDER FORM
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Teach All, Reach All

Instructional Design and Delivery With TGIF
Susan L. Mulkey, M.Ed., Karen A. Kemp, M.A.
GRADES K–8

If you are serious about filling your bag of tricks with proven ideas, this is the
instructional strategy book for you. Teach All, Reach All provides more than 250
practical classroom strategies with a companion CD of reproducible forms and a
process to guide effective lesson design.

This book is chock-full of
easy-to-use, proven strategies.
All educators need this
information to guide their
lesson design and delivery.
—Anita DeBoer, Ph.D., author,
teacher trainer, and independent
consultant, Salt Lake City, UT

T eacher-Directed Instruction
G uided Practice Activities
I ndependent Practice Activities
F inal Measurement

RTI
RESOURCE
for grades
6–12

Teach All,
Reach All for the

Secondary Classroom

Instructional design and delivery become even more critical as schools implement
Response to Intervention (RTI). The fundamental concept of RTI is that students
receive high-quality instruction and interventions that enable them to be successful
in the general education classroom. RTI can potentially benefit all students. Teach
All, Reach All complements the fundamental premise of RTI. This user-friendly book
offers a variety of options for addressing more than 20 common student issues, plus
an entire section dedicated to tips for effective lesson delivery.

Product ID: 029-0

$45

240 pages and 115 pages reproducible forms / 2009 / 978-1-59909-029-0

Teach All, Reach All
for the Secondary Classroom
Instructional Design and Delivery With TGIF

Instructional Design & Delivery With TGIF

Susan L. Mulkey, M.Ed., Karen A. Kemp, M.A.
GRADES 6–12
Susan L. Mulkey • Karen A. Kemp

Teach All, Reach All for the Secondary Classroom is tailored specifically for use with
middle- and high-school students. Help all students succeed with these researchbased instructional intervention techniques. The reproducible forms included with
the book make it easy to implement these practical classroom strategies and design
effective lessons.

Product ID: 045-0

$45

264 pages and 90 pages fillable reproducible forms / 2010 / 978-1-59909-045-0
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Read Well
Fluency Boosters

Read Well
Fluency Boosters
are designed for
use with students
in the Read Well
curriculum.

Ann Watanabe, Marilyn Sprick
GRADES 1–2

Read Well Fluency Boosters is designed to give students in the Read Well curriculum a
little added boost to fluency. Intended for use with RW1, RW1 Plus, RW2 Fluency
Foundations, and RW2, this program systematically builds fluency in just 5–10 minutes
per day. Students have fun practicing, beating the clock, and tracking their progress.
The set of ten Fluency Boosters Student Booklets includes eight fluency practice booster
sheets (probes) for each Read Well unit. Booster sheets provide practice in:
•
•
•
•
•

Getting Started Guide

Sounds
Pattern Words
High-Frequency Words
High-Frequency Phrases
Decodable Passages

Read Well Fluency Boosters is appropriate for students who are accurate but not fluent
readers, for students in intervention, and for students you wish to move more quickly
to mastery. The boosters will help all your students master the fluency requirements
of the Common Core State Standards.
Fluency Boosters may be used in tutorials, intervention groups, and as a warm-up
activity in reading groups.
INSTRUCTOR’S MATERIALS INCLUDE:

• Getting Started: A Guide to Implementation
• Reproducibles (Forms and Power Booster sheets for targeted practice)
• 2 sets of Read Well Fluency Boosters Student Booklets 1–10
STUDENT BOOKLETS CAN ALSO BE ORDERED AS FOLLOWS:

• 1 set of Read Well Fluency Boosters Student Booklets 1–10
• 4 sets of Read Well Fluency Boosters Student Booklets 1–10

Product ID: 075-7

Getting Started: A Guide to Implementation

$150

Student Booklets

Getting Started guide, reproducibles, 2 sets of student booklets 2015 / 978-1-59909-075-7

Product ID: 076-4

Student Booklets (1 set)

$75

1 set of 10 student booklets / 2015 / 978-1-59909-076-4

Product ID: 985-4

Student Booklets (4 sets)

4 sets of 10 student booklets / 2015 / 978-1-59909-985-4

INDE X

ORDER FORM

$245

READ WELL is a federally registered
trademark of Voyager Sopris Learning, Inc.,
and used here under license from Voyager
Sopris Learning. The content of Read Well
Fluency Boosters, however, is the sole
property of Pacific Northwest Publishing,
Inc., and Pacific Northwest Publishing is
solely responsible for such content.
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SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

TERMS & CONDITIONS

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING

Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed by
Ancora Publishing . If you are not completely
satisfied after receiving any purchase, simply call
Ancora Publishing within 30 days for a complete
product refund. Details: 1-866-542-1490.

PURCHASE ORDERS. We gladly accept
signed purchase orders by fax, email, or mail.
To avoid duplicating your order, please do not
mail a purchase order if you fax it.
FAX: (541) 345-1507.

Please call 1-541-345-1490 for international
shipping and handling charges.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

U.S. SHIPPING. Standard U.S. shipping and
handling fees are $5 or 7% of your order, whichever
is greater. All materials are shipped UPS Ground;
therefore, we require a street address. Most orders
arrive in 7–12 business days. For express shipping,
call toll-free 1-866-542-1490 for rates.

Call us toll-free at 1-866-542-1490 or email
customerservice@ancorapublishing.com
if we can help you in any way.
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